About the workshop.

This workshop is the 4th workshop on Problem Based Learning organized by interested universities in Germany, Netherlands, Denmark and Spain.

The scope of the workshops has been and still is to discuss the possibilities and problems related to PBL in university education.

The idea is to get people together who share the interest in PBL and to create a forum for exchange of best practice.

Further, the intent is to involve universities from other countries to get a broader view on the implementation and use of PBL in universities in order to get as much experience and inspiration presented at the workshop to mutual benefit of the participants.

The workshop should thus be a mixture of theory and practice with a lot of inspiration from different countries with different cultures and educational systems and present a possibility to create networks for the further work with using PBL as a teaching method.
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON PROJECT ORGANIZED PROBLEM BASED LEARNING

Entrepreneurship and new competences developed through POPBL and how do we assess this?

HELD AT MONDRAGON UNIVERSITY 27TH TO 29TH OF OCTOBER 2005
Workshop about POPBL in Mondragon, SPAIN

The workshop's main theme is introduction of Project Organized, Problem Based Learning particularly addressing:

- Experiencing the change of teaching method.
- From projects to entrepeneurship.
- Assessment in POPBL

Call for papers:

You are hereby cordially invited to send abstract for this conference. The abstracts will be reviewed by a Committee with the following members:

Dr. Françoise Maille University of Paris 13
Dr. Michael Schlaak University of Applied Science Emden
Dr. Lise Busk Kofoed Aalborg University

Last day of submission of abstract is June 13\textsuperscript{th} 2005.
The abstract should not exceed 250 words.
Submission via E-mail is preferred on
E-mail: emuxika@eps.mondragon.edu
Acceptance of abstract will be given before July 8\textsuperscript{th} 2005
Preliminary program:

Thursday October 27th 2005
Morning session
Theme: Experiencing the change of teaching method
- Key note presentation:
- Presentations

Afternoon session
Theme: From projects to entrepreneurship
- Key note presentation:
- Presentations

Evening: Conference dinner

Friday October 28th 2005
Morning session:
Theme: Assessment in POPBL
- Key note presentation
- Presentations

Afternoon session:
Theme: Work group.
- Key note presentation
- Work group meetings

Saturday October 29th 2005
Social tour in the region around Mondragon